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Israel, US Warmongers Bent on Brewing Iran Crisis
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In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

A report published on Sunday in Ha’aretz reveals that US National Security Adviser Tom
Donilon has presented Washington’s contingency plans for a possible attack on Iran to
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu once the nuclear negotiations reach an impasse.
 

However, the report was immediately denied by a top Israeli official who spoke on condition
of anonymity. He said, “Nothing in the article is correct. Donilon did not meet the prime
minister for dinner, he did not meet him one-on-one, nor did he present operational plans to
attack Iran.”

A quick justification for this denial could be that such a contingency plan was not supposed
to be publicized and should have remained confidential for as long as necessary. 

Still, there is no denial that Washington and Israel are the two sides of a coin and it is
manifest that they have in their political wheeling and dealing formed a united front against
Iran.

US GOP presidential candidate Mitt Romney has recently paid a visit to Israel to marshal up
support of the Israelis on the one hand and express his unswervingly servile commitment to
Israel (including his anti-Iran stance) on the other. Dan Senor, a top foreign policy adviser for
the GOP presidential candidate, says that Romney would support “Israel’s decision to launch
a military strike against Iran to keep that country from achieving nuclear capabilities, but
hopes diplomatic and military measures will dissuade Tehran from pursuing its path toward
nuclear acquisition.”

Furthermore,  he  told  reporters  ahead  of  the  speech,  planned  for  late  Sunday  near
Jerusalem’s Old City, “If Israel has to take action on its own, in order to stop Iran from
developing the capability, the governor would respect that decision.”

With a more somber tone, however, Romney himself has repeatedly said that he has a “zero
tolerance” policy toward Iran obtaining the capability to build a nuclear weapon.

In recent past, Washington has frequently threatened Iran with a military strike. The threats,
which evidently run counter to all international laws, are generally uttered by a massive
number  of  officials  influenced  by  the  powerful  Zionist  lobby  in  Washington.  A  brazen
instance of these threats is that Washington may use the 14-ton bunker buster (20ft long,
1ft  wide  weapon)  known  as  Massive  Ordnance  Penetrator  (MOP),  the  world’s  largest
conventional bomb against Iran nuclear sites. Michael Donley, the US Air Force Secretary,
said the bomb would be available if necessary.
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“We continue to  do testing on the bomb to  refine its  capabilities,  and that  is
ongoing,” he said “We also have the capability to go with existing configuration
today.”

In order to justify their illegal threats and sanctions, the US has apparently embarked on a
systematic program of fomenting Iranophobia in the US and the rest of the world. In this
pernicious Iranophobic campaign,  a number of  groups and parties including Tea Party,
neocons and AIPAC are actively involved.

By this program, the US is hell bent on distorting the realities of the Islamic Republic as well
as brainwashing public opinion in the world into believing that Iran is seeking to build
nuclear weapons, and that Iran poses a grave danger to the security of the world. In this
smear campaign, Washington also makes use of its allies including Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
Israel in the region.

A politically bankrupt politician who does have but little respect in his own country, Romney
follows the selfsame Iranophobic campaign, takes an aggressive stand on Iran in Israel
where he is falsely emboldened and says Tehran’s leaders are giving the world “no reason
to trust them with nuclear material.” He even voiced support for an Israeli decision for
military action “to prevent Iran from gaining nuclear capability”.

“Make no mistake: The ayatollahs in Tehran are testing our moral defenses. They want to
know who will object, and who will look the other way. My message to the people of Israel
and the leaders of Iran is one and the same: I will  not look away; and neither will my
country.”

These facts aside, the duo have recently started a string of false flag terrorist attacks taking
place in different parts of the world. With Washington pointing the finger of blame at Iran,
Israel feels more fallaciously entitled to tone up its war rhetoric against the Islamic Republic
and make the best of the fabricated ops. In the same line, former UN Ambassador John
Bolton has called on the Zionist entity to attack Iran in retaliation for the alleged killing of
Israeli tourists in Bulgaria, saying “the time has come for the Jewish state to quit threatening
and take action”.

“This is obviously a very dangerous period for Israel with the civil war in Syria,
refugees reported going across the border into Lebanon, and Hezbollah well
armed with rockets on Israel’s northern border,” Bolton told Fox News’ Greta
Van Susteren Thursday night. “So I think if there were ever a time to retaliate,
and directly against Iran this time, this is it.”

In  the  final  analysis,  one  can  see  that  the  real  threat  in  the  world  is  being  posed  and
imposed by those warmongers in Washington who will turn the situation to the best of their
own interests in the region as well as by Israel. 
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